Host a

S O P H I E ’ S S Q UAS H
Storytime !
Nothing says friendship like . . . a squash!
Sophie’s Squash by Pat Zietlow Miller and Anne Wilsdorf, opens with
the line: “One bright fall day, Sophie chose a squash at the farmers’ market.
Her parents planned to serve it for supper, but Sophie had other ideas.” We’re
pleased to share some ideas of our own with you to bring the spirit of friendship
and fall into your store, and we encourage you to celebrate this charming
picture book throughout autumn!
During Your Read-Aloud:
As you read, engage the children with questions about the story.
 Before reading the story, show the children the cover and ask, “What do you think
the book is about?” Let them share their responses with the group.
 As you’re reading the story, pause to comment on the illustrations and the plot.
Encourage the children to guess what might happen on the next page.
 Sophie’s family visits the farmers’ market. Have any of the children been to a
farmers’ market? Do they have gardens at home? Have they ever planted a seed?
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In the story, Sophie gets a pet goldfish. In many ways, Bernice
is also like a pet. Do any of the children have a pet at home?
If not, would they like one? What’s their dream pet?
After reading, ask the children if they have something
special that they like to take with them everywhere.

(continued)

After Your Read-Aloud:
Supplies: Photocopies or printouts of the “Make Your Own Fall Friend!” activity sheet;
Markers, Crayons, or Colored Pencils; Safety scissors
Snacks: Serve Autumn themed refreshments like apple cider, pumpkin cookies, popcorn,
or fresh apple slices.
Use the attached activity sheet to let the group create their own fall friends! Each child
can make his or her own version of Bernice, and share with the group. Remind the
children to name their new fall friends!

To bring your Sophie’s Squash event to the next level,
include fresh squash! Does your town or city host farmers’
markets or have a great local farm? Invite them to co-sponsor
your event! Choose several different varieties of gourds and
share them with the children, noting that each is different and
special—just like friends. Provide each child with a squash to
decorate with markers. Let each child take his or her new fall
friend home with them or showcase the children’s creativity
in a harvest-themed window display.
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Bring S O P H I E ’ S story to life with
your local farmers’ market !

